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Although we strive to ensure that our rules are perfect, 
sometimes mistakes do creep in, or the intent of a rule 
isn’t as clear as it might be. These documents collect 
amendments to the rules and present our responses to 
players’ frequently asked questions. As they’re updated 
regularly, each has a version number; when changes 
are made, the version number will be updated, and any 
changes from the previous version will be highlighted 
in magenta. Where a version number has a letter, 
e.g. 1.1a, this means it has had a local update, only in 
that language, to clarify a translation issue or other 
minor correction.

ERRATA
Page 37 – The Ironwolves, Restrictions
Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph:
‘However, ignore units of Wolf Scouts and Lone Wolves 
for the purposes of these Restrictions.’

Page 64 – Exalted Flamer of Tzeentch, Profile
Change the Unit Type to:
‘Jump Infantry (Character)’

Page 86 – Hellforged Artefacts of Slaanesh, The Mark 
of Excess
Change the rules text to read:
‘At the end of a Fight sub-phase in which the bearer slays 
an enemy Monstrous Creature or Character, add 1 to its 
Attacks characteristic for the rest of the game.’

FAQs
Q: When using Daemonic Corruption to control Objective 
Markers, if a Daemon unit from a Daemonic Incursion 
Detachment is sitting on an Objective Marker, can an enemy 
unit take it back without a special rule like Objective Secured?
A: If a unit from a Daemonic Incursion is within 3" of 
a corrupted Objective Marker and an enemy unit is 
also within 3" of that Objective Marker, the Objective 
Marker is contested. If either of these units has 
Objective Secured, the objective belongs to them (if 
this is the non-Daemon player, the objective would also 
be cleansed).

Q: Can a unit without the Objective Secured rule cleanse an 
objective that is controlled by Daemonic Corruption if there are 
no enemy units within 3"?
A: Yes. Any scoring unit can cleanse an objective so long 
as the Daemon player doesn’t have a unit within 3".

Q: The Whips of Agony from War Zone Fenris: Curse of the 
Wulfen state that only an Exalted Alluress can take them, but 
the Exalted Alluress on a Hellflayer doesn’t have the option to 

take daemonic rewards. Can she take the Whips of Agony?
A: No. Only an Exalted Alluress riding a Seeker Chariot 
or Exalted Seeker Chariot can take the Whips of Agony.

Q: War Zone Fenris: Curse of the Wulfen states that ‘The 
Bloodthirster of Unfettered Fury, Bloodthirster of Insensate 
Rage and Wrath of Khorne Bloodthirster datasheets replace 
the Bloodthirster Army List Entry found in Codex: Chaos 
Daemons.’ Does this mean that when I cast the Daemonology 
(Malefic) Possession psychic power I get to choose any of the three 
Bloodthirsters listed to conjure?
A: Yes.

Q: Does Shared Power from the Infernal Tetrad treat each 
Daemon Prince as if it were the Warlord, or do Warlord Traits 
with wordings like ‘your Warlord receives X’ only affect the 
actual Warlord? Do these effects stack? 
A: When using Shared Power, the other models in the 
Infernal Tetrad have the same Warlord Trait that you 
generate for your Warlord. This affects each of the 
Daemon Princes as if they were your Warlord, and they 
each benefit individually from the rule. For example, 
if you generated the Savage Hedonist Warlord Trait, 
you would add 1 to the Attacks characteristic of each 
of the models, not 4 to the Attacks characteristic of 
your Warlord. The effects are never cumulative – a unit 
within 7" of two or more models with the Miasma of 
Pestilence Warlord Trait would only suffer D6 additional 
Strength 1 hits with the Poisoned special rule at the end 
of the phase, not 2D6 or more. For another example, 
if the models in the Infernal Tetrad have the Strategic 
Genius Warlord Trait, you would only add 1 to your roll 
to Seize the Initiative, not 4.

Q: How does Shared Power interact with Slay the Warlord?
A: Only the model originally chosen to be your Warlord 
awards a Victory Point for Slay the Warlord.

Q: The Infernal Tetrad’s Shared Power special rule states that 
if one of the Daemon Princes is your Warlord then the other 
models in the Formation also have his Warlord Trait. Does this 
mean if my Warlord is aligned to Tzeentch and I roll Lorekeeper 
of Tzeentch that I can have a Daemon Prince of Khorne with 
Psyker (Mastery Level 1)?
A: In this circumstance, Shared Power does not apply to 
Daemon Princes of Khorne.

Q: Does the ‘flip’ from the Paradox artefact count as a re-
roll for the purposes of the rule allowing any dice to only be 
re-rolled once?
A: No. You could use a re-roll on the dice you have 
‘flipped’ or use the ‘flip’ on re-rolled dice.
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Q: Does the effect of the Mark of Excess artefact stack?
A: Yes.

Q: The Lord of Skulls isn’t mentioned in the update for 
Daemons in War Zone Fenris: Curse of the Wulfen. Was 
this a deliberate omission?
A: Yes.


